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NO CRAM ZONE WORKSHOP: TEST PREP & TEST TAKING STRATEGIES 
THE WOOLYGOGGLE TEST 

By applying the test-taking and guessing strategies you have learned you will be able to choose correct answers to this 

nonsense word test. This exercise proves that you can apply test-taking strategies even when you have no idea of the 

meaning of the questions. Be sure to identify which strategy you are using. (Remember, if you did not read these 

instructions carefully, you have missed one of the first rules of good test-taking!)  

1. Woolygoggle live in tesfalum trees, they are:                                Strategy: _______________________ 

a. terrestrial 

b. arboreal 

c. aquatic 

d. marine 

 

2. Choose the word that best describes the Woolygoggle:  Strategy: ________________________  

a. fast   

b. scaly   

c. smooth  

d. slimy  

  

3. When measuring the Woolygoggle’s wingspan, you should:  Strategy: ________________________ 

a. record the maximum distance from head to toe    

b. record the maximum extent across the wings from tip to tip. 

c. record the minimum extent across the tail 

d. record the minimum distance from mouth to tail     

 

4. Woolygoggle scramframs are semi-permeable, meaning they:  Strategy: _________________________  

a. cannot be crossed by any chemical 

b. permit free passage of chemicals 

c. allows only certain chemicals to pass  

d. have flexible surroundings  

 

5. Woolygoggles, if handled properly, are likely to:   Strategy: _________________________ 

a. reproduce  

b. adapt easily to humans       

c. be very responsive to their caretakers and able to produce healthy offspring  

d. be less dangerous  

 

6. Why does the sigla frequently overfesk the trelsum? 

a.  All siglas are mellious.  

b.  Siglas are always votial.      Strategy: ________________________ 

c.  The trelsum is usually tarious.  

d.  Trelsa are never directly feskable  

 

7. Woolygoggles never eat their own eggs.   T        F  Strategy: _________________________   

 

8. Woolygoggles rarely live near willygiggles.   T        F  Strategy: _________________________  
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